Mr. Ilesh A. Patel
Your Birth Details
Date of birth:‐ 26th October 1977
Time of birth:‐ 23 hours23 min.
Place of birth:‐ Katosan,Kadi‐ India.
Your question
How will I progress in my life? what is my future?
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Astrological Highlights in your horoscope
Jatak, Jupiter is retrograde in your birth chart. It is play role on day to day activities related to job. Your
Dhanesh(Moon) is enough good and position at Labh bhuvan. Further, Bhagya and Labh Bhuvan Lords are
not so powerful. In a horoscope 2nd house indicates overall wealth and 11th house indicates financial
gains. Here, Moon and Mars have interchanged their houses too.

Effects of the Ascendant

You may generally take decisions based on mental grounds. Alternatively, you may highly depend
on your gut feelings or instinct. This can sometimes help you take right decisions but may also
sometimes lead you to stressful situation. You will inherit money & prosperity.
Effects of Moon Sign

As your Moon sign is mesh (Aries), you may be target oriented person and once the target is
achieved, you will want to move on to next step. You must also avoid restlessness and unless and
until you find suitable job options, must pay more sincerity & calmness while planning for goal /
Target.
Astrological factors involved
Jatak, ‘Astro’ notes that in your chart lord of the 2nd house (house of finance and wealth) i.e. Moon
has become weak due to debilitation and planetary conditions of ketu, Venus and Jupiter are
indicate that there may be sudden financial gain (near on April 2013) or unexpected expenditure
(August 2014) would come in way of saving of money and your expenses would also mount which
may add to your tension.
Current Planetary Transits/Periods and their effects

‘Astro’ notes that Rahu will be transiting through 5th house and will be in semi sextile aspect Natal
Sun and mercury which is lord of the 3rd house and 1st house respectively, house of wealth and
finance is observing by current Saturn. Jupiter is in vyay bhuvan and can make you more
calculative.

Answer to your query
Jatak, factors mentioned above indicate that you may face financial problems till August 2014, after
which time is better for you. ‘Astro’ advise you to be extra careful with money matters till the said
month i.e. August 2014. Investments should also be done with utmost care. Avoid taking loans till
the said date; else you would be able to repay the loan only after a very long time.
Personalized solutions for you
Anonymous, the remedies suggested below are options of each other, i.e. you can select any one of
the below mentioned remedies according to your convenience :Gemstone – It is highly advised that you wear a Pearl (Moti) of 4 carats, it will surely enhance the
chances of speculative gains and reduce losses. Besides that, it will also have a positive impact on
your health, something which is a cause of continuous concern at your end. You should wear the
pearl on a Monday morning within 1 hour of sunrise after conducting a small pooja. Anonymous,
We are in a position to provide you with an authentic certified pearl along with detailed instructions
of how to conduct the pooja and a mahurat to wear the same. Just call us on 9574744469 (7.00 PM
IST onwards) or send us an email on info@trivediravi.comand we will take care of the rest of the
process for you.
Yantra – Optionally, you can also choose to keep a Mars or Shiv Yantra in your place of worship
or an equivalent clean place in your home. It will help you think in the right manner, thereby
reducing the chances of losses in speculative activities. We can provide you with a authentic Mars /
Shiv Yantra along with detailed instructions for worshipping the same. Just call us on 9574744469
(7.00 PM IST onwards) or send us an email on info@trivediravi.com and we will take care of the
rest of the process for you.
Rudraksha – It is highly recommend, Jatak you can also wear a “Char Mukhi Rudraksha” around
your neck or keep it in your place of worship. It will also have the same positive effect on your
mind and hence will result into better decision making. We can provide you with a authentic Char
Mukhi Rudraksha along with detailed instructions for worshipping the same. Just call us on
9574744469 (7.00 PM IST onwards) or send us an email on info@trivediravi.com and we will take
care of the rest of the process for you.
Trivedi Raviji say –Flux 4 coconuts, 400gm almond in the water on every solar and lunar eclipse.
Or Put an earthen pot of water at northeast, wear silver on your body, and offering roti to cows /
dog. ‘Rewadi’ / ‘Patasa’ Prashad offering god gaesha and 1/10 th Prasad shall pass out in water
flow. or Stand in front of sunrise regularly. Donets Holy flag (Dhaja) frequently for better progress
in job.
Mantra/Pooja/Fasting - Offer Abhishek of raw milk followed by Abhishek of pure water on Shiv
Ling every Monday and recite mantra ‘Om Namah Shivaay’ and ‘Om Hreem Namah’ 21 times
while offering Abhishek of raw milk. Sit for a while at Lord Shiva’s temple once the Pooja is done
and then only leave. This remedy can also be performed at home if you have a Shiv Ling. You
should observe fast on Thursday. Pray of Orange Ganeshji on Tuesday without fail.

Important planetary influences in the near future
Rahuand shani’s transit will be July 2014 to November 2014 can be tough for you. More than one
areas of life will be affected due to this transit. From Dasha point of view, time till the said month is
very negative so you will have to be extra careful.
Good luck and may lord bless you.
Disclaimer
Pdt. Ravikumar Trivedi and his Team want to make it clear that no discipline is absolutely perfect.
Hence, any prediction that you receive from us is not to be considered as a substitute for advice,
program, or treatment that you would normally receive from a licensed professional such as a
lawyer, doctor, psychiatrist, or financial adviser. Trivedi Raviji provide no guarantees, implied
warranties, or assurances of any kind, and will not be responsible for any interpretation made or use
by the recipient of the information and data mentioned above. By the Grace of Lord we can only try
to give our best and hope that our efforts will improve the life of our customers.
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